My Notebook

Salon organizes all user annotations in my notebook. Encourage students to make good annotations so they can use my Notebook to filter and print their contributions.

Access My Notebook: Quickstart ➔ My notebook

You will get the last 25 activities and as you scroll down it will load more and more activities.
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david selected:
For most Americans the 9/11 bombings were a tragedy; for
neoconservatives bent on invading Iraq they were also an
opportunity, providing what david zarefsky calls a kinetic moment.
The administration's rhetoric fueled and channeled the fury already
aroused by the attacks themselves
and commented:

[Rhetorical situation]

Rhetorical Criticism Spring 2013: Simons_Narrative_Iraq
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*George freshmen have a lot of expectations for the so-called "best years of their life". I left home for my first year at a big state university with the same naive ideas. I was going to meet new friends, mature into an independent woman, and most importantly, escape the monotony of life in my middle-class, middle-of-nowhere past. The most sensational thing to happen in my teenage bubbling existence was the marriage of my parents, which I described in the essay as the catalyst for my own coming-of-age story. Moving story with a surprise ending. Shows that you can sometimes grow up without leaving home. The language needs work throughout.*
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